BCJ-1 and BCJ-2 bedside stations are designed for CARECALLER’s hardwired nurse call systems. The BCJ-1 has one input jack for a single call cord while the BCJ-2 allows two call cords for double occupancy rooms. Once the call has been placed, the reset button on the plate must be pressed to reset the call station. A red LED light indicates the status of the switch. It will light when a call cord is activated and extinguish when the reset button is pressed. If the call cord is removed from the jack it will send in a call signal to the central computer. A call is placed by pressing the momentary button on the BC1 call cord. The call cord is 10 feet in length. The switches mount in a standard single gang back box. These switches are also available with optional double and triple gang plates and with custom printing.

Specifications
Size: 2-7/8” W x 4-5/8” H x 1-1/4” D
Jack: 1/4” N/O
Reset: Momentary pushbutton N/O